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The Slave Across The Street
Your guide to Amazon’s adaptation of Colson Whitehead's bestselling novel with the latest trailer ahead of it's release this May.
The Underground Railroad release date, cast, trailer and plot for Amazon drama
Van Leer wrote and stars in the acclaimed production, which recounts the early years of African American activist Frederick Douglass, from his youth as an unruly boy caught in a slave training ...
BWW Interview: Darryl Van Leer of THE ESCAPE OF FREDERICK DOUGLASS at The Marsh Brings the Iconic Abolitionist Thrillingly to Life
Duke Street was a busy thoroughfare ... Between the 1820s and the 1830s, the number of slaves transported across state lines increased by 85%, reaching the point where white people forced the ...
America's Interstate Slave Trade Once Trafficked Nearly 30,000 People a Year—And Reshaped the Country's Economy
From central London, a huddle of harried clerks sent out an endless stream of dispatches that influenced the fate of the British empire. Alan Lester focuses on the year of 1838 to reveal how these cit ...
1838: A year in the life of the British empire
Fifty years ago, as the Guardian marked its 150th birthday, the then editor, Alastair Hetherington, reflected on the changes he had seen since he joined the paper 21 years earlier. Intriguingly, he ...
From slavery to BLM: the ups and downs of 200 years of Guardian race reporting
Waiting for the slave ship United States near the New Orleans wharves in ... Armfield had roused the enslaved he had collected in the compound he and Franklin rented on Duke Street in Alexandria. He ...
Before the Civil War, New Orleans Was the Center of the U.S. Slave Trade
Their distinguished host, Garnet Douglass Baltimore, proudly described the epic struggle to liberate the captured runaway slave that had begun at that ... went next door from Holeur’s to the house on ...
Freeing Charles: The Struggle to Free a Slave on the Eve of the Civil War
The Black men depicted in the statue, made by renowned sculptor Augustus Saint-Gaudens, reflect the mostly young men who marched in formation through the streets of Boston to the Common in May of 1863 ...
The Black Heritage Trail: A walking tour deep into Boston history
President James K. Polk struck a bargain with the British to set the boundary between Canada and Oregon at the 49th parallel. Britain would get the land north; ...
Buckle up, Westerners: The Zoomigrants are coming | Vince Bzdek
Noel Ignatiev, the former steel worker, was aboard the good ship “New Boston,” on a harbor cruise from Rowe’s Wharf in Boston to Mary Mount in Quincy Bay. With fellow passengers from Haiti, Ethiopia, ...
In the Smithy of His Soul: A Steel Worker and Scholar
There was a triangular trade route. Ships set off for Africa from Europe laden with goods to be traded for slaves. After a perilous journey across the Atlantic, surviving captives were sold for ...
Why horrors of slavery absolutely cannot be written off as 'the Caribbean experience'
Nicholas Britell’s scores — for “Succession,” “Moonlight” and “The Underground Railroad,” among others — suggest whole new ways of writing for film and television.
The Composer at the Frontier of Movie Music
I think it changes policing a lot, and it shows that they can't get away with it anymore. KELLY: George Floyd's name is on a list, a very long list of a centuries-old history of Black Americans dying ...
In The Wake Of Chauvin's Conviction, A Look Back At The Origins Of American Policing
These were the Cato Street conspirators ... Like sugar the creatures were imported from the slave islands of the Caribbean. Lords, ladies, and fat cats consumed these ancient animals to virtual ...
The Case of the Cato Street Conspirators: a Sad Tale of Suffering, Insurrection, and Ruling Class Criminality
History is seldom neat. Two books, one on antebellum New York and the other on 1890s Kentucky, illustrate the tension, showing despicable behavior relieved by the stalwart courage of a few. New York ...
The Kidnapping Club and A Shot in the Moonlight reviews – slavery’s long shadow
Legislators, looking to assuage the concerns of antislavery constituents, had coupled this measure with provisions intended to make it more difficult for kidnappers to seize free blacks in... On New ...
The Politics of Black Citizenship: Free African Americans in the Mid-Atlantic Borderland, 1817–1863
As unemployment rises, Kenyan women find themselves working as house helps in Saudi Arabia and other Gulf states with some coming back in coffins.
Death in the Gulf: How Kenyan women work like slaves and die in Saudi Arabia
a statue of 17th-century slave trader Edward Colston was toppled in Bristol, sparking worldwide debate on the issue. After Colston's statue was torn down in Bristol, protesters across the UK ...
Research shows British chocolate-maker Rowntree 'may have profited' from slave trade
WASHINGTON — A House panel advanced a decades-long effort to pay reparations to the descendants of slaves by approving legislation Wednesday that would create a commission to study the issue.
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